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V-Spec Poly Shutters

V-SPEC
POLY SHUTTERS

V-Spec Poly Shutters is an entry-level shutter that provides a cost effective PVC alternative whilst retaining the timeless look and feel of
shutters. They are perfect for price-conscious consumers, particularly those seeking shutters over blinds and other window treatments.
Manufactured in the same factory as our ThermoShade ranges, V-Spec Poly Shutters is also finished in quality 2-pack paint.

Features:
• PVC frame and blades
• Aluminium insert for reinforcement
included in every blade for all sizes
• Top coated 2-pack finish
• 64mm, 89mm blade sizes
• Fixed, Hinged, Multi-fold, Sliding applications
Manufacturer’s Warranty:

ThermoShade Shutters

Natural, admired and inherently efficient, ThermoShade shutters are made from sustainably sourced hardwood timber and 100% of the
timber species. Highly prized by homeowners, designers and decorators alike, ThermoShade shutters create immediate aesthetic impact
and transform living spaces. Available in painted, stained and customised options, ThermoShade is the bespoke shutter range for
Australian living and a quality selection for all styles of home.
WHY ThermoShade?
Quite simply, not all timber shutters are created equal. ThermoShade shutters are true hardwood timber shutters made from 100% of the
same timber species. Many other shutters sold as ‘basswood shutters’ are Laminated Veneer Lumber – a thin Basswood veneer
(approximately 30%) around laminated strips of
other timbers. Highprofile ensures 100%
confidence in the composition of your
hardwood timber shutters.
Features:
• 64mm, 89mm, 114mm elliptical louvre sizes
• Special light block louvres and traditional flat louvres
• Traditional centre, side, or euro tilt rods
• Beautiful frame options
Manufacturer’s Warranty:

ClimaFuse Shutters

ClimaFuse
Shutters

ClimaFuse Shutters is a unique shutter, exclusive to Vision Blinds & Shutters, which incorporates a solid poplar timber frame with PVC
blades. The natural and synthetic elements are cleverly fused to provide a lighter option than other shutters of full PVC composition. This
innovative hybrid shutter is finished in quality 2-pack paint.

Features:
• 100% Poplar frame, PVC blades
• 2 stage rebated, fluted mortise and
tenon joint
• Polyurethane system for frame,
3 undercoats and top coat.
• PVC Blades, top coated 2-pack finish.
• 64mm, 89mm blade sizes Fixed,
Hinged, Multi-fold, Sliding applications
Manufacturer’s Warranty:

Hiperlite 2.0 Shutters

HiPERLITE 2.0 Shutters are a stylish and practical addition to any interior. They enable control of natural light and
also allow your desired level of privacy. Our beautiful powder-coated aluminium shutters are
custom-made right here in Newcastle and offer extraordinary durability.
100% AUSTRALIAN MADE
BLINDS & AWNINGS

BENEFITS OF HiPERLITE 2.0 SHUTTERS
• Aluminium can withstand any weather conditions and will last for decades
• Our shutters are made of 100% Australian aluminium and
powder-coated to the highest standards
• No warping, chipping, discolour or stains
• Patented screw flute hinge enables wider span of panels
and an unobstructed view
• Can be added to doors or used as a room divider
• Best and most superior sliding head system on the market
developed over 40 years, patented, and unique to us
• 90mm or 115mm blade sizes
• 10 Year Warranty for all internal shutters
• Manufactured in Australia, by Australians, from start to finish.
• Cleaner, smoother, and tightest closure possible.

Weatherwell Aluminium Shutters

Aluminium shutters have long been the choice selection of commercial and high-end architects, for their strength and aesthetic presence.
The Weatherwell collection of aluminium shutters now brings these favourites into the domestic setting, changing homes and home living.
Supreme ease of maintenance, durability and the fusion of indoor and outdoor spaces are just some of the many benefits of Weatherwell
Aluminium Shutters.

Features:
• 64mm, 89mm 115mm louvre sizes
• Flush or key lock patio bolts
• A thin clearview (side) tilt rod
for a more elegant design
Manufacturer’s Warranty:

Roller Blinds

One of the most popular products from our range. Don’t let the simplicity of their operation and their affordability fool you. Roller blinds
are elegant, versatile, practical and functional.They come in a range of styles, including the double roller, which gives you the option of
increasing your privacy. The beauty of the roller blinds is they can blend into just about any room regardless of setting and still look
amazing. We have a huge range of fabrics, from complete blockouts, to the light filtering and the Vision Screen. Don’t like the visible roll
at the top? We can also supply and fit a pelmet with matching fabric too!

Lumen Blinds

Lumen Blinds are the revolutionary new roller blind which allow you to maintain your view while protecting your privacy.It combines a
stylish curved fascia with chain control. By its ability to alter the amount of sunlight during the daylight hours,or provide the opportunity of
a closed blind to avoid prying eyes, Lumen provides protection and privacy for your home or office. Lumen may just be the innovation
that takes home & office window furnishing one step further. The unique bottom rail mechanism promotes smooth and effective
operation. This remarkable new blind also offers you UV and heat protection

Venetian Blinds

Venetian blinds are a timeless classic that give your home a fresh and modern look. PVC are the practical alternative to REAL timber, with
less problems, superb durability yet the same clean look. Other features include the ease of installation and each window comes with a
pelmet to hide the aluminum head box, keeping the finished product presentable, complimenting any style of room.They offer excellent
light, sun and privacy control.

Vertical Blinds

These classical, all time, hall of fame blinds are still one of the leading ways to protect from the sun, yet do so in a fashionable and
affordabale way. Are perfect for architecturally designed sloping windows all the way right through to the bathroom window. Give you total
control on your level of privacy whilst allowing the right amount of light in to help set the ambiance. Available in the full range of fabrics.

Panel Glides

Panel screens are an innovative solution for sliding doors, patio doors, larger windows etc. They give an ultra modern, sleek look and
stacking to one side neatly makes it the ultimate touch to the conventional home. Easy-to-use! opening and closing the panels
happens simply by gliding the wand across. Available in a large range of dimensionally stable fabric to minimize cupping whilst
maximizing panel width.

Roman Blinds

Created in a range of styles and finishes, our Roman Blinds are sure to enhance the interior of your home. Roman Blinds are available in a
wide range of operating systems including manual cord or chain operation.
Our Roman Blind range offer three different styles to suit your home. Our Tailored Roman Blinds are crafted in a traditional manner with
sewn lines and provide your décor with a sleek and timeless appearance, if you love the look of definition in your blind opt for our Earth
Roman Blinds, they’re manufactured with timber batons to the front and rear of the blind giving a relaxed natural look to any room.

Honeycomb Blinds

Honeycomb Blinds are composed of a cellular design that maximizes energy efficiency and insulation. A cellular structure creates a pocket
of air, which naturally reduces the transfer of heat, making our honeycomb blinds a great insulator. Our Honeycomb Blinds are designed
and manufactured using very high quality polyester fabrics. We offer a variety of cell sizes, textures and colours to choose from not to
mention the abundance of configuration options to suit all levels of comfort levels and styles.
Available in 25mm or 38mm sizes and translucent, block-out or double cell fabrics to ensure we’ve got it all.

Sheer Luxury Blinds

Sheer Luxury Blinds integrates a light weight fabric and additional sheer fabric, allowing you to modify the amount of light and privacy.
The Sheer Luxury Blinds cellular structure diffuses light and provides a moderate insulation barrier.
Selected colours form our extensive range are available in 55mm 70mm or 75mm pleats.

Veri Shades

Everyone loves curtains, they’re elegant, soft, and stylish – but they’re either open or closed.
Veri Shades have the feel of curtains with the versatility of blinds.
The soft fabric hangs beautifully. There are no weights or chains so you can walk through them anywhere, whether they’re opened
or closed – they just sway out of the way and settle back perfectly. This makes them perfect for creating a soft feature across a
large opening.

Curtains

Dress your windows with the best curtains in Sydney that match the rest of your home decor perfectly and make a lasting impression! The
ever-popular, window furnishing curtains has made its way back onto the scene in recent years in a big way and are favoured by a wide
variety of people. Curtains add a touch of elegance and luxury to any and all settings. They have become extremely popular again due to
their soft touch and their insulation qualities which reduce the loss of heating and cooling from your home. We do all styles and variations
of curtains such as single pleat, double pleat, inverted box pleat, triple pleat, knife pleat and S wave all on our super sleek and slimline
tracks that can be motorised if you wish. Single and Double curtains. We do it all.

ZIPSCREENS

Zipscreen is the ultimate external screening solution for any outdoor area or window.
Specially designed for alfresco entertaining areas such as pergolas, verandahs and balconies, it offers privacy and protection from the
sun, wind, rain, insects all year round. Also ideal for home and office windows, it serves as a sleek, secure and durable alternative to
traditional awnings and outdoor roller shutters.

Roller Shutters

Roller Shutters are perfect for blocking out light, heat, cold and also add security to homes and businesses, deterring would be thieves
from breaking into the property. Our roller shutters are insulated and provide thermal protection from the outside elements, keeping you
cool in the summer and warm in the cooler months all whilst providing maximum possible privacy and darkness. We offer a huge range of
different options for controlling such as rechargable battery operated motors (lithium ion batteries), wall switch/remote motors and manual
strap operation.
All our range comes with
7 years product warranty.

Screen Doors & Flyscreens

We offer a huge range of screen doors and flyscreens from your basic fibreglass Flyscreen right up to the full Australian Standards security
rated ScreenGuard doors and screens and everything in between. Also manufacture fire retardant flyscreens to suit local council
requirements. We have a huge range of frame colours to choose from and can even custom powder coat to match your existing colours.
They come with a 15 year structural warranty on the frame.
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